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Tipo Moderno
Propulsión Motor
Casco Yate
Eslora 41.0m (135’)
Manga 8.5m (28')
Calado 2.2m (8')
Construcción Aluminio
Motor 2 / MTU / 12V 396TE94
Potencia motor 2255

Pasajeros 10
Camarote de invitados 5
Tripulación 4

Construido/Refit 2009/-
Astillero Cor de Rover Luca Dini
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Comentarios: MONDOMARINE.THE EXCELLENCE OF THE ITALIAN PRODUCTION. Tri deck all
aluminium yacht. The new Semidisplacement 41 Metres Alexander Two consolidates the cooperation
between Mondomarine and Cor D. Rover and Luca Dini who are respectively behind the exterior styling and
the interior design of this yacht. Realized to be mainly used in the Mediterranean this project gives priority to
the areas for relaxing outdoor, located forward of the wheelhouse � with a wide sun-deck area � and, above
all, on the sun-deck, perfectly equipped with bar and barbecue, dining area and solarium with a jacuzzi of
generous dimensions. On the contrary the interiors are divided into an Owner�s suite on the main deck and
four guest cabins on the lower deck. A large salon with dining room on the main deck and a lounge on the
upper deck complete the layout of interiors. The interiors with their sober and elegant lines, the meticulous
care for stylistic details, the use of Italian Walnut wood and Radica of Madrona for the furniture and marbles
of great value make the rooms warm and comfortable and emphasize their classic and elegant character.
Like all the latest yachts of the Shipyard also this Semidisplacement 41 Metres was designed, for the whole
structural part, hydrodynamics and technology, by Mondomarine. Powered by a pair of MTU of 2,255 hp
each Alexander Two is able to reach a maximum speed of 19 knots


